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During Bee Time my eyes were slowly opened to the constant gen-
der juggle that exists in our world. One of my art pieces was a booth 
full of strips of paper and seeds that people were encouraged to 
fold into stars with seeds in the middle before scattering the 
seeded stars throughout their villages, lives and worlds. 
Seemingly unrelated to gender, and yet… Seeds are the fertilised 
eggs of flowers. The very beginnings of the life of a flower, which 
then provide nectar for honeybees to eat and turn into honey. 
The carpel, female genitalia of a flower, flows with nectar. Perhaps 
that is why urban dictionary defines nectar as “the juices produced 
by a vagina”. Nectar is a substantial source of nourishment for the 
honeybees: they pass it from mouth to mouth, from one honeybee 
to the next, until it is finally placed in a cell, where it is stored and 
protected. Sacred vaginal discharge. 

The hive, to me, is akin in many ways to a vagina, a warm safe space 
where sacred liquids are created and from which life is born. 
The honeybees keep the hive at a specific temperature and humidi-
ty to allow the honeybees to survive and safely store nectar while it 
slowly becomes the delicious thick floral vaginal discharge that we 
all know and love: honey. A human vagina also needs to maintain a 
consistent temperature, ideally around 37 degrees Celsius, not dis-
similar to a beehive, which likes to be around 35 degrees Celsius. 

Honeybees protect their honey with their lives. They seal it with 
wax, and stand guard at the hive, fighting off wasps, other insects 
and animals who come in trying to steal their golden sweet good-
ness. In a way, the feminine principle, represented by the vaginal 
fluid, aka nectar and the honey it becomes, is worshipped in a hive. 
Different from humankind, where the females have been silenced 
and told their voice is not important since at least 3000 years ago, 
when Penelope in The Odyssey, was told by her son, to stop talking, 
and that public speaking is only for men (Beard, 2017).

As they gather the nectar, honeybees also brush up against the 
flower’s stamens, the male genitalia of flowers, which pass off 
pollen, the flower version of semen, onto the honeybees who carry 
the pollen from flower to flower acting as pollinators. 

In a sense, the honeybees act as the romantic bedroom for the 
flowers to have sex in. The intercourse facilitators. Honeybees are 
potentially modelling a third gender, one that does not prefer male 
or female but rather exists to allow the whole system to exist. 

My deep dive into the world of honeybees and gender inspired me 
to take a close look at gender’s place in our “human world”, 
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arguably for the first time. I began thinking about the male and fe-
male organs. Classical art never shows us what the vagina, clitoris, 
or labia look like. But we get to see Michelangelo’s David’s penis 
carved out of stone larger than life. Why the contrast? Looking at 
the English language, we can see that we use words referring to ge-
nitalia such as “cunt”, “wank” or “dick” as insults, with “cunt” being 
the most taboo. What kind of relationship does this use of words 
foster with our own, and others’, genitalia?

Why can I say ‘penis’ with no problem, but have to gather courage 
before saying ‘vagina’? Is this a personal qualm or cultural? Where 
does gender sit in our identity? In my ideal world gender is simply 
a variation in genitalia and hormones, and not a deciding factor on 
power, role and place in society. However, in reality, men and wo-
men experience very different versions of the world. For me, being 
a female equates to almost always living with some level of fear, not 
being able to be fully free, and often feeling to blame. As a female 
I was taught to be submissive, never be angry, but also ‘don’t be 
too sensitive’, ‘care for others’, ‘help and be of service to others’. 
As I slowly unpack these teachings I begin to wonder whether the 
reason we are taught that femininity is weak is that in actuality it is 
extremely strong and that threatens a masculine dominated world.

To be female is to hold power, but also be vulnerable. For example 
take mothers, whether it is your mother, mother earth, or for that 
matter ANY mother. Mothers are, from my understanding, biologi-
cally required for life. Mothers are female but also key to anything 
and everything existing. Without the feminine NOTHING would exist, 
that power is no doubt daunting and overwhelming. And yet, or 
perhaps because of this, when demanding power or equal rights, in 
many human realms of culture and society, women are often given 
negative labels: bitch, rude, aggressive (interesting that aggressive 
tends to be seen as negative). The patriarchy we live in does not 
want to loosen its controlling grip. Then to make it worse, men are 
insulted and called names when they choose to step away from 
stereotypically masculine traits.

All of these value-based judgements placed on gender make me 
uncomfortable and wonder if it is possible to structure our so-
cial environments without gender as a consideration? Can we see 
past gender completely and rate our values based on what we do 
rather than our sexual organs? What if it was socially normal for 
our gender expression to have no relation to our genitalia? And to 
talk about genitalia and sex without it feeling taboo? What if sex 
returned to an animalistic instinct rather than something wrapped 
up in self-judgment, religion and power?

Gender is intimately connected to power in our human realm. What 
causes humans to run kicking and screaming after power? I suspect 
we want power because we feel insecure about ourselves. And the 
more power we have the more important we feel. I believe there is 
a fast track to get power, and that is by using violence and mani-
pulation to make others fear you. When you cause someone to fear 
you, you are basically stealing whatever power they had and kee-
ping it for yourself. The problem is that this type of power, the type 
that comes from manipulation and fear, never fills one up. However, 
there is a type of power that comes from multitudes that can fuel 
us. It is this power in number, in the collective, that honeybees em-
body well. Banding together creates a sense of shared wealth and 
a shared power.

My genitalia is part of me, whether I like it or not, but it does not 
have to define me.
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